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Abstract
Objective: To determine the frequency of different appearances and categorize features of
breast masses with high frequency 12MHZ ultrasound.
Design: Descriptive Study
Setting and duration: This study was conducted in the Radiology Department of Civil Hospital and Dow University of Health Sciences Karachi from January 2009 to January 2011.
Patients and methods: All female patients with breast lump either palpable or non palpable
referred to radiology department for ultrasound breast imaging were included. Other criteria
included were age between 15 – 55 years, pain and nipple discharge. Dense breast parenchyma
and asymmetrical density on mammography were also included. Biopsy proven and treated
cases for breast diseases were excluded. Main outcome measure was presence of the abnormal
clinical and ultrasound findings. Findings were categorized in BIRADS terms. Statistical analysis was done for descriptive statistics. Mean of age, frequency & percentage analysis of benign
& malignant findings were carried out.
Results: This study include 265 adult female patients. I80 (67.9%) were with palpable lump,
45 (16.9%) were with non palpable lump but nipple discharge and mastalgia present in remaining cases. Ultrasound findings were categorized on BIRADS term. Out of 265 cases 73
(27.5%) showed malignant features on ultrasound while Benign findings in 140 (52.8%) patients. 30 (11.3%) cases were probable benign and 22 (8.30%) cases were suspicious. Benign
findings noted in young patients between 15 – 30 years, except 7 shown suspicious malignant
features. Predominance of malignant features in above 50 years. Distribution of 140 benign
findings were, cysts in 52 (37.5%) cases, fibro adenoma in 40 (28.5%) cases, and mastalgia in
25 (17.5%) cases and duct ectasia s in 23 (16.4%) cases. Malignant features seen in 73 (27.5%)
cases.
Conclusion: This study reflects that the high frequency 12 MHZ ultrasound is the ideal
imaging modality to categorized benign and malignant masses especially in young and dense
breasts. It is also useful in cases of mastalgia. There was benign dominance in young female
patients and malignant in old age group. Ultrasound categorization helps to avoid unnecessary
biopsies and provides better options in the management plan.
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Introduction:
The utility of breast ultrasound was discovered
in 1951 after that it became conventional way
of detecting palpable and non palpable breast
lump. With induction of high frequency ultrasound probes, high quality images of normal

and abnormal breast can be obtained. Presence
of lump in breast creates physical and emotional
problems in women. Breast cancer is the most
common cause of death in women.1 It is the fifth
most common cancer after lung, stomach, liver
and colon.1 According to WHO, 519,000 deaths
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were recorded in the year 2005 due to breast cancer.1 This indicates that one in every 100 deaths
world wide and one in every 15 cancer deaths
were due to breast cancer. Previously there was
a great debate in evaluation of breast problems,
but with invention of high frequency 7.5 – 12
MHZ ultrasound probes, give succession in the
diagnosis of breast problems. High frequency
12MHZ transducer gives better resolution, reduced near field artifact and reverberation.2 High
resolution U/S is the ideal imaging modality to
identify breast cystic and solid masses and characterize the breast masses on reliable criteria of
shapes, margins, echotexture, echogenecity and
A.P ratio. These criteria have been recognized to
differentiate benign from malignant masses in
palpable or non palpable breast lumps and these
features helps in further evaluation.3 lesions in
dense breast parenchma cannot be detected on
X-ray mammography while ultrasound has very
valuable role.4 Breast ultrasound is a good supplemental device for resolving diagnostic issues
on mammography.
Ultrasound not only decides the need for biopsies but also reduces the rate of unnecessary
biopsies especially in benign lesions.5-7 With the
help of Doppler ultrasound blood flow within a
mass can be assessed that assist in further lesion
analysis.8 Presence of abnormal vascularity on
color Doppler examinations helps in differentiating benign from malignant lesions. Benign
lesions generally appear less vascular with low
resistance flow.9 So we can differentiate vascular
intracystic tumor mass from avascular mucus
or hemorrhagic contents.10 The Breast Imaging
Reporting and Data System BIRADS for ultrasound has been established to standardized the
criteria for interpretation and reporting of breast
masses.11
The sonographic appearance of breast is variable
on the basis of age and hormonal status (lactating versus postmenopausal). It also depends on
the amount and distribution of fat, connective
tissue, glandular and ductal tissue. The appearance of breast parenchyma can range from a
clear stratification of layers, from homogeneous
to heterogeneous appearance.12 The young and

non-lactating breast parenchyma appears fibro
glandular with very little subcutaneous fat. With
advancement of age and parity more and more
fat gets deposited in subcutaneous and retro
mammary space.10
The purpose of our study is to determine the
frequency of different appearances and categorize the breast masses by certain criteria on ultrasound. These features will helpful to evaluate
breast masses with no ionizing radiation and in
a non invasive way to eliminate the need of unnecessary breast biopsy.
Patients and methods:
This study comprises 265 female patients which
were referred by general practitioners or Hospital consultant to the Radiology Department
of Civil Hospital Karachi from January 2009 to
January 2011 for ultrasound breast. Inclusion
criteria were breast lump, either palpable or non
palpable, breast nodularity, nipple discharge and
Pain. Previously diagnosed and treated cases for
breast diseases were excluded from the study.
This study was performed by high frequency 12
MHZ probe on Toshiba Numio17 and istyle.
Ultrasonography was performed in all female
patients between 15 – 55 years with breast problems. The radiologist physically examined the
breast before ultrasound. The scanning protocol included both transverse and longitudinal
real time imaging of the breasts. This scanning
was performed by experienced sonologists and
counter checked by qualified Radiologist. The
standard position for breast ultrasound examination is, patient lying supine with the arm of
the side being examined rise above the head, to
stabilize and thin out the breast tissue. In large
breasts, examination done in lateral position
with the arm of that side rise above the head in
order to thin out and stabilize the breast. certain
degree of compression are applied during scanning to the area of interest to eliminate superficial artifact. A lesion was imaged in two orthogonal planes. The location of the lesion was labeled
on the image according to the mammographic
clock, to ensure appropriate follow-up and for
biopsy localization.
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The following criteria were included in the scan
of the breast:
(i) Shape: Round/Oval or irregular
(ii) Margins: Circumscribed or not circumscribed
(iii) Width: AP Ratio > 1.4 or = 1.4
(iv) Echogenicity: Hyperechoic, Isoechoic or
Hypo echoic
(v) Echo texture: Homogenous / Heterogeneous
On the basis of above criteria an impression
about diagnosis was made. The sonological appearances were classified on the basis of Breast
Imaging, Reporting and Data system (BIRADS).
Data was entered in MS excel and descriptive
statistics for age and frequency of different appearances were calculated, along with measures
of central tendency.
Results:
Most female patients in our study were presented with palpable breast lump. Incidence of
benign findings was higher in young patients
and malignant features in older age group. These
findings were on the basis of ultrasound features.
Most reliable ultrasound features to characterize
masses as benign or malignant depicted in the
Table-1. These criteria had been strictly applied
by the reporting radiologist / sonologist, to improve the overall cancer biopsy yield.
The study was conducted on 265 adult female
patients. I80 (67.9%) were with palpable lump,
45 (16.9%) were with non palpable lump but
nipple discharge in 18 ( 6.75%) and mastalgia
in remaining 22 (8.3%) cases. Distribution of
breast masses among 265 cases were, 73 (27.5%)
showed malignant features on ultrasound (figure-1, 2 &3), such as heterogeneous, taller than
wider width to antero-posterior (AP) dimension ratio of 1.4 and less with irregular margins
and architectural distortion. while Benign findings in 140 (52.8%) patients. Out of 140 benign
findings cysts in 52 (37.5%) cases (figure-4),
fibroadenoma in 40 (28.5%) cases, mastitis in
11 (7.8%) cases, duct ectasias in 23(16.4%)
and fibrocystic disease in 14(10.0%) cases. 30
(11.3%) cases were probable benign and 22
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(8.30%) cases were suspicious abnormality, depicted in Table1. Adult female patients between
15 – 30 years showed benign findings, except
7 with suspicious malignant features. Patients
above 50 showed malignant features. There are
few exceptions with benign findings in old age
group.
Discussion:
The aim of the present study is to characterize
different appearances of breast masses on ultrasound. The basic role of ultrasound was to differentiate cystic masses from solid, but 12MHZ
high frequency ultrasound differentiate benign
from malignant breast masses on the basis of
their characteristic features. Breast sonography
is the examination of choice in young and dense
breast as it is safe, dynamic and does not using
ionizing radiation. Early identification of malignant features by high frequency ultrasound
reduces morbidity and improves the over all
management. By increasing use of sonomammography in clinical practice a standardized
lexicon for sonomammography was developed
in 2003 by the ACR in light of the X-ray mammographic counterpart. The main purpose of
Table 1: Ultrasound Criteria to Differentiate Breast Masses
in 265 Cases
Ultrasound Features

Frequency

Shape
Round / oval
Macrolobulations
Microlobulations
Irregular

126
29
25
85

Margins
Circumscribed
Microlobulated
Spiculated
Ill-defined

140
28
64
33

Width AP ratio
> 1.4
< 1.4

190
75

Echogenecity
Anechoic
Hyperechoic
Isoechoic
Hypoechoic

52
30
56
127

Echotexture
Homogenous
Hetrogenous

167
98
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Table 2: Distribution of 265 Breast Mass Lesion in Terms of BIRAD.
Categories

Mass Lesion

BIRADS II

Benign:

Frequency

Percentage

140

52.8%

Cyst

52

37.5%

Fibroadenoma

40

28.5%

Duct ectasia

23

16.4%

Fibrocystic disease

14

10%

Mastitis

11

7.8%

Probable benign

30

11.3%

BIRADS IV

Suspicious

22

8.3%

BIRADS V

Malignant

73

27.5%

BIRADS III

sonographic BI-RADS lexicon was to provide
a integrated language for sonographic reporting and research, to avoid ambiguity in the
communication and teaching of sonographic
interpretation.5,13 ACR BIRAD system also introduced intermediate group in between benign
and malignant which include, BIRAD III probably benign to BIRAD IV suspicious lesion.
With the advancement in imaging technology,
the breast imaging has been challenged with not
only early identification of malignancy but also
in the reduction of benign biopsy rate. Guide-

Figure 1: Malignant Characteristic Features:
Hetrogenous hypoechoic mass with irregular
margins, architectural distortion and calcification

Figure 3: Malignant lesion histopathology report confims infilterating Ductal Carcinoma

lines for ultrasonographic characterization of
breast masses have been published.5, 13 Real
times Ultrasound helps to guide the interventional procedures.14,15 Doppler ultrasound examinations further aid in differentiating benign
from malignant lesions on the basis of abnormal
vascularity. 8
In our this study benign features found in 140
(52.4%) of cases between the age group of 1830 years. This corresponds to a great extent with
that of Khanna et al which was 39.8% in the age
group of 21-30 years.16 Among 140 benign cases
simple cysts were common findings with frequency of 52 ( 37.5%). Accuracy of ultrasound
diagnosis of simple cysts is nearly 100% as described by Jackson.17 The diagnosis of a simple
cyst is made when margins are sharp, well-circumscribed, anechoic lesion with posterior enhancement. While complex cystic masses with
thickened, echogenic walls, indistinct margins
and presence of internal echoes.18 Breast cysts
are common and tend to be multiple and bilateral. They are present in a quarter of patients
between 35 and 50 years of age and are increasingly seen over 50 years due to the use of hormone replacement therapy.10 In our study Cysts
with heterogeneous low-level echoes, thick septations, or an intracystic solid component raise
suspicion for malignancy, in these cases FNAC
and biopsy were recommended.

After the cyst fibroadenoma were commonest
among young age group between 18- 30 years
in our study. Usual presentation were smooth,
Figure 2: Malignant characterstic features:
Taller than wider with irregular margins & ar- round to oval shaped, wider than taller and
freely mobile.19 In a study conducted at Univerchitectral distortion
sity School of Medicine in Atlanta, 128 patients
under 20 years were biopsied and 71% had fibro adenoma with peak age at 18 years Another
data in American Medical school revealed this
incidence to be 77%, This was an important aspect of our study that fibro adenoma is the most
common benign mass in young patients.15,19 This
could help to eliminate the need of biopsy in
younger patients. Fibrocystic disease was detected in 6 patients after the age of 20 seen as having
Figure 4: Characteristic feature of breast cyst
.well defined anechoic lesion with posterior acous- solid and cystic masses. A study, spectrum of betic enhancement
nign breast disease was conducted by khanzada
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shown increased incidence of fibrocystic disease
among females over 20 years and incidence increases with increasing age.20 Several studies
have already shown that ultrasound can demonstrate small, non palpable, invasive cancers that
are not seen on mammography.21-23
There are certain limitations of breast ultrasonography that must be recognized, these include difficulty small size solid masses owing to
isoechogenicity (particularly intraductal carcinomas), and difficulty in identifying intraductal
micro calcifications that are readily depicted on
mammography in the absence of a mass. Limitation of this study was snap shot / one time
study with no follow up i-e selection biased. In
our study aim was to describe the frequencies
of different appearances and characterize breast
masses, to use this information in the management plan.
Conclusion:
Ultrasound is simple, safe, widely available, cost
effective and time conserving imaging modality
for evaluation of breast masses. It should be the
first investigation to be done in young females
or pregnant women where mammography is not
advisable. It is the imaging modality of choice
to categorize benign and malignant masses. Its
sensitivity for detection of cystic masses is very
high so it has a definite role in differentiation
of cystic from solid masses of the breast. Ultrasound characterization helps to avoid unnecessary biopsies and provides better options in the
management plan.
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